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Store apps Fine-tune performance and troubleshoot crashes Share resources and control
computers remotely Automate tasks and use advanced system management Run Hyper-V virtual
machines Â For Intermediate and Advanced Users Your role: Experienced intermediate-level to
advanced-level Windows user Prerequisites: Basic understanding of Windows procedures,
techniques, and navigation
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I am so accustomed to using the Missing Manual series by David Pogue for OS upgades and

programs Windows 7: The Missing Manual but did not have the patience to wait for the printing of
the MM book on Windows 7, so decided to buy and dive into this one instead. It is from the
Microsoft Press and written by experts in the field of Windows. Who knows the operating system
better than the developers themselves?? That said, it needs to be stated that this book is geared
toward a more technical user who actually ENJOYS being technical and likes to tinker. If this is not
your cup of tea, go with the Windows 7: The Missing Manual as it will humor you and suit your
needs. The Windows Inside Out really delves deeply into customization, security, advanced file
management and much more.This book is labeled for the Intermediate / Advanced and contains a
CD with tools, training and the book in e-book form. If this is your first technical book, it might be a
bit intimidating. I would suggest the Missing Manual by David Pogue if you can wait for it to come to
press or Windows 7 Bible which is really geared to the beginner to intermediate user.5 Stars for
Techies

As a technical professional that focuses on Microsoft products, I have read or have access to a
number of technical books. Some focus on technical knowledge sharing, other focus on
presentation of the information. It is rare that a book comes along that provides both. This book is
very readable and not so technical that the new features get lost in terminology or filler paragraphs
to create a larger book.This book is one of those that not only provides excellent information on the
new operating system, but makes an excellent reference guide for those times that you need to look
up something. It is not a book you will recall everything, but the information is presented in such a
way that it makes it easy to recall seeing it mentioned, which makes for quick search to find what
you are looking for.

I'ver read too many poorly written books by technical specialists who just don't write very well. This
book is not one of those. It is well-written, all-encompassing, and provides thorough,
understandable, technical help for the novice and the geek alike. The reader can either use this
book as a reference or he/she can read it from cover to cover. I did the latter--twice! I just couldn't
absorb all the cool and fantastic features in one reading. This is the first time since 1988 that I feel I
really have a handle on my OS. If you are running Windows 7 (any version), you cannot do without
this manual. It may appear absurd to say that Windows 7 Inside Out can be life-altering, but it can
be just that! Geeks and neophytes ought to celebrate.

If you are a Windows 7 Administrator, and you already have the Windows 7 RSK (ISBN:

0735627002) you can safely skip this title as it will bring little else to the table, except for a few OEM
customizations bizarrely missing from the RSK. If you are looking to become a Win7 Administrator
and are looking for a place to start, I highly recommend the RSK over this title.If, however, you are
looking for an introduction to Windows 7 and a way to quickly get up to speed with the new OS and
its substantial changes over XP, "Windows 7 Inside Out" (W7IO) provides a solid base, focused on
all readers regardless of prior knowledge of the Windows environment. Beyond a tour of the
graphical interface for Windows 7, W7IO provides mini-user guides for IE8, Windows Live, all
Microsoft's Media Center components, and even help for those looking to make iTunes their primary
media manager. W7IO goes further for Power Users by covering general backup/recovery methods,
general security and networking, and even pen, touch and voice inputs.What you won't find in W7IO
though is how to control/manage the environment using PowerShell (console or scripts),
VBScript/JavaScript, the command prompt, or direct registry edits (there are some, not many),
although there is information about manipulating the environment using Local Group Policies. The
primary focus of this title is manipulation thru the provided graphical interfaces.In all, this is a great
read for those normal users that want to take control of their environment. It can serve as a one-stop
reference, or a jumping off point for those that may want to go deeper with script/console control as
well.

Regarding the book, I'm still happy with the purchase but want others to know that this series no
longer has a CD or a digital copy. (In the past, I appreciated having the textbook at one location and
being able to have the digital copy at my home to read).

I have purchased Inside Out for previous Windows systems and they were good. This book misses
the mark. It's like Microsoft prevented them from adding information that would help a user
understand how to do specific things and some tricks and tips. Also, it doesn't mention much about
the forced updates and not being able to block Microsoft from gathering information on the home
version used on most laptops. If you just want an understanding of Windows 10, then this may be
OK. This book does not live up to it's previous reputation
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